
AMENDMENT TO H.R. 1769

OFFERED BY MR. HUFFMAN OF CALIFORNIA

At the end of the bill, add the following (and amend 

the table of contents accordingly):

SEC. 12. EFFECTIVE DATE. 1

This Act shall not take effect until the Secretary of 2

the Interior has affirmed that its implementation will not 3

damage the fisheries of the Trinity and Klamath Rivers, 4

undermine in-basin uses of Trinity River Division water, 5

or abrogate Federal trust responsibilities for the property 6

rights and sovereignty of any federally recognized Indian 7

tribe in the Klamath-Trinity watershed. Before making 8

such an affirmation, the Secretary shall conduct a govern-9

ment-to-government consultation with the Hoopa Valley 10

Tribe and any other federally recognized Indian tribe in 11

the Klamath-Trinity watershed that seeks such a consulta-12

tion regarding the impact of this legislation and the under-13

lying settlement. 14
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  At the end of the bill, add the following (and amend the table of contents accordingly):
 
  12. Effective date This Act shall not take effect until the Secretary of the Interior has affirmed that its implementation will not damage the fisheries of the Trinity and Klamath Rivers, undermine in-basin uses of Trinity River Division water, or abrogate Federal trust responsibilities for the property rights and sovereignty of any federally recognized Indian tribe in the Klamath-Trinity watershed. Before making such an affirmation, the Secretary shall conduct a government-to-government consultation with the Hoopa Valley Tribe and any other federally recognized Indian tribe in the Klamath-Trinity watershed that seeks such a consultation regarding the impact of this legislation and the underlying settlement.
 

